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It is time to reclaim the word “grace” as a key Jewish spiritual word. Our Christian neighbors use it as a 

fundamental part of their theology and the spiritual essence. It does exist in Judaism; it is part of our daily 

worship—we ask God to grant us a good and blessed peace and the key ways it is manifested is through 

grace, kindness, and compassion. But let’s take a step back and define the term. What is grace and how 

does it manifest itself as in practical and real terms?  

We speak of it as something beautiful or fluid in movement. We use it as a sign of being 

courteous or having goodwill. We assert it as a term before we eat; “let us say grace.” My friend, 

Phillip Morris of Proctors who doesn’t believe in God per se, defines the term as one of 

illustrated beauty. A dancer, he says, has a graceful poise. A painting or a photograph can 

capture a certain grace or beauty, he believes. Rev. Natalie Bowerman of Eastern Parkway 

Methodist Church spoke with me about her definition of the term as a Christian as the unearned, 

undeserved divine gift of unconditional love, mercy, favor, acceptance, forgiveness, sustenance, and 

salvation from God.   

In Jewish thought, grace — more often expressed as God’s lovingkindness or mercy — is balanced by 

God’s justice. The rabbis of the Talmud explain that God created the world with both, because 

lovingkindness alone would have allowed sin to proliferate and justice alone would have condemned all 

of creation. Therefore, the rabbis continue, that God’s favor, forgiveness, and mercy are not automatic, 

for that would unbalance justice. Nor are those attributes earned or deserved, because that would suggest 

human control over God. Throughout the Torah and expressed directly by the prophets (Isaiah and Joel, in 

particular) is the notion that God’s mercy is conditional upon our attempts to act in the image of God, to 

obey the commandments in their quest to repair the world, and to repent when we miss the mark. The 

great 13th-century Spanish Torah scholar RaMBaN captures this balance between mercy and justice and 

the conditional nature of grace: “When Yours is the love, O God, and Yours is the grace, that folds the 

sinner in its mild embrace: Yours is the forgiveness bridging over the space, which is man’s works and 

the task set by the King.” In Jewish thought, it is through doing that we open the door to tikun olam 

(repair of the world) and God’s favor, mercy, and forgiveness. Grace is the imperative and the catalyst for 

doing holy work. 

This week’s portion is the story of Noah. It starts in Genesis 6:9. But In Genesis 6:8, we read “But Noah 

found grace in God’s eyes.” Simply put, it means that God liked him! That is how it would be translated 



simply into Modern Hebrew; the syntax of the Hebrew language is that there is no verb to like—it is 

“found grace in one’s eyes.”  19
th
 Century Ukrainian scholar known as the Malbim wrote of this verse: “If 

Noah had remained among his contemporaries he too would have been corrupted. Thus God 

destroyed the entire generation only to save him. If, on the other hand, there had been no 

righteous person the world would have been spared, for God only performs cruel acts if they will 

produce a positive result.” This means that God’s grace was seen as something to be reconciled 

in the future with a new generation who was not cursed by this poor behavior.  

Noah had a transformation occur on the ship. In Noah’s world, the promise of renewal for him 

and his family would be accompanied by God’s grace to start the world anew. But on the ship, 

there were pangs of guilt and survivor’s remorse. One Midrash has it that Noah was pained by 

the memory of people pounding on the ark’s door as the floodwaters began to rise. He could be 

suffering from this trauma when he emerged from the ark to plant a vineyard, only to get drunk 

on the wine and expose his nakedness to his sons. Was such a transformation graceful?  

Another person had a similar transformation. John Newton is best known as the lyrist of the Christian 

hymn, Amazing Grace. According to author Kathleen Norris, Newton was a slave trader. It is believed 

that one day, when he was in the ship’s cabin reading a sermon of John Wesley, Newton suddenly saw the 

evil of what he was doing. He ordered the ship to turn around in mid-ocean, and returning to Africa, he 

set his human cargo free. When he wrote: ‘Twas grace that taught my heart to fear, and grace my fears 

relieved; How precious did that grace appear, the hour I first believed,” he had grasped the beauty of 

righteousness, he spoke the simple truth. And he himself became righteous at its root, in Hebrew; the 

word means “one whose aim is true.” And here is where the story gets even more interesting—pick up a 

copy of the sheet music of Amazing Grace. The melody’s author is unknown. There is a school of thought 

was that Newton heard the melody coming from the ship’s hull. The slaves were using it as a mournful 

dirge. Written in a pentatonic rhythm as common with African melodies, Newton combined their pain 

into his transformation.  

Grace sometimes needs pain to transform into beauty. Grace’s fluidity sometimes can be appreciated only 

after rocky and jarring times. Reciting grace before we eat can best be reserved with an awareness of what 

is before, maybe when we are truly hungry which balances the bounty. 



Yes, it is time to reassert the importance of grace into our beliefs and our practices. It is the element that 

lets us understand God’s dominant presence in our lives. It is the catalyst for us to make the Divine Will 

known to others. Yup, amazing grace… so sweet the sound! 

 

 

 


